
1. Simple AOI Selection 

Upon selecting the area of interest (AOI) where the 

disaster occurred, visual imagery data from satellite, 

aircraft, UAV and CCTV sensors is uploaded or 

streamed to ImiSight.    

 

2. Automatic Change and Anomaly Detection 

ImiSight automatically runs object and anomaly 

detection algorithms and tracks changes in the AOI.    

 

All changes to the various object types defined by the 

user (vegetation, persons, vehicles, buildings, etc) will 

be immediately highlighted. 

 

 

3. Actionable Reports, at The Right Time 

ImiSight generates reports and insights as soon as 

new imagery data is received.     

 

This enables operators to assess the events and 

respond promptly. 

4. End to End Land Protection Solution 

ImiSight’s continuous monitoring and anomaly 

detection helps land owners close the loop between 

detection and enforcement. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ImiSight for Land Encroachment 
Delivering Accurate, Real-time, Actionable Insights 

 

ImiSight creates geo-located reports, highlighting outcomes and advanced 

land object identification. Explore insights with ImiSight today. 

 

 

 



 

     

 
ImiSight Land leverages cutting-edge artificial intelligence technology to identify 

and assess a wide range of objects on land, from buildings to roads and vehicles. 

By tapping into this robust detection capability, we empower you to make 

informed operational decisions based on invaluable insights. 

ImiSight's AI algorithms and simple, powerful web interface equip city planners, 

transportation analysts, or environmental researchers with the tools to extract 

essential information and gain profound insights. 

Experience the power of ImiSight Land – revolutionize your insights today. 

 

Unlock Insights with ImiSight for: 

Land 

 

Empowering Insights for Informed Action 

Leverage robust detection for actionable 

insights. ImiSight transforms data into 

informed action. 

 

For Every Role  

City planners, analysts, researchers – access 

valuable information, grasp surroundings 

better. 

 

Experience the Future of Analysis 

Step into the future of data analysis with 

ImiSight's web-based app and AI algorithms. 

Explore a limitless world of possibilities as 

you unlock the true potential of your data. 

 

 

For more information 

please contact: 
Info@imisight.com 

Tel:  

+972 53-532-0469 

  

www.imisight.com 
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